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Couldn’t the Courts Have Done This Better—With 
Cameras? 
By Joel Cohen 

Everyone has deserved to know the precise truth of what has really happened to the President's array of legal 
arguments. 

he dust has finally begun to settle—it always does. 

For nearly a month since Election Day, the President’s lawyers lost virtually every courtroom battle they 
initiated around the country. This in the face of the strident (and reckless) conspiracy claims made by Rudy 
Giuliani and the President’s lesser-light lawyers who were willing to go for broke in the public space where 
they simply didn’t allow their claims to be challenged (“Just wait ‘til we get to court”). 

Most lawyers watching “the show” were skeptical—lawyers deal in facts, and typically recognize the likelihood 
that such wild allegations won’t withstand court scrutiny, strict or otherwise. The general public, though, is not 
typically as sophisticated about such things. So many, especially those who admire President Trump, were 
willing—some still are—to viscerally believe what Giuliani et al. so casually spouted. Would it have been the 
same, though, if those “believers” could actually see for themselves, in real time, what befell the arguments 
by Giuliani et al. inside the courtroom where judges actually put their feet to the fire over their claims? 

Whatever some skeptics may think about who is appointed to judgeships, the courts are typically not blown 
away by the winds of partisanship or the dramas du jour aired by Fox News or the media outlets on the other 
side of the divide. If one is actually in the courtroom watching, one can usually recognize that sober reality. 
While the Supreme Court did hit a speed bump when deciding Bush v. Gore along party lines, that was largely 
an aberration. In reality, we can usually look to the courts to accomplish a result that does justice—even if we 
don’t particularly like the result. 

Still, notwithstanding how the courts generally address these matters with probity, this time they somehow 
seemed largely effete in addressing the post-loss battle for the presidency that President Trump created. Even 
though the courts around the country have ruled against him time and again, and again, and that the judges 
who have ruled against him are notably both Democrats and Republicans, the battle continues to rage in the 
public space. 

Why? Simple. The President and his lawyers, led by Giuliani, have pleaded “fraud” and “theft” on the 
courthouse steps when the public was watching, but denied claiming fraud when asked a direct question by 
the judge. Nonetheless, once the in-court argument was over and the press conference began, “fraud” again 
reappeared—front and center. Indeed, the legal team led by Rudy literalized the tactic of appealing to the 
“court of public opinion.” Meaning, when the courtroom presentations were over and that battle was 
seemingly lost, it no longer matters what happened inside. Venezuela, Hugo Chavez, George Soros, and the 
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midnight crawlers who “stole” the election are again on the table—the servers being Fox News (although, to 
its credit, less so) and other media outlets willing to ignore what the courts so dramatically and repeatedly 
told Trump’s lawyers. 

With no live camera feed in the courtrooms to allow Trump’s followers to actually see what his lawyers had 
actually said in court, it has almost been, to the public at large, as if there were no “put up or shut up” 
questions asked by the judge underscoring Trump’s inability to “put up” even the most basic proof of fraud. 

I have never been a great proponent of cameras in the courtroom—fearful that the major television stations, 
for time reasons alone, would only air provocative snippets or sound bytes in order to keep their share of 
public viewership. But this is different. A president has been losing his battle for the presidency in the courts, 
having already lost it at the ballot box. Still, the public has been misled by the President and his lawyers willing 
to argue that “we were robbed” even though the courts, actually listening to what the lawyers have told them, 
ruled against them on the merits—repeatedly. 

The President has many followers. He surely deserves to continue to have them even when he leaves office. 
Still, everyone has deserved to know the precise truth of what has really happened to his array of legal 
arguments. Enabling Giuliani and his cohorts to make frivolous claims on the courthouse steps without direct 
challenging questions being allowed, as was required in court moments earlier, gave the public a misguided 
view of the true arguments these lawyers were actually able to advance in court based on the evidence—
when it truly counted. Yes, Federal Judge Matthew Brann of Williamsport, Pennsylvania, to his great credit, did 
open to the public phone lines with an audio feed to the courtroom argument featuring Giuliani’s claims (that 
ultimately resulted in defeat). The few thousands of individuals who decided to listen, however, were not 
nearly the number of individuals who would have actually watched, as happens during Supreme Court Justice 
Senate confirmation hearings with far less at stake. 

The answer to this type of thing, next time around and even still when the stakes are so high, is simply to “let 
the sunshine in” because, quoting Brandeis, “sunlight is the best disinfectant.” If there ever has been a case 
that has warranted gavel to gavel cameras in the courtroom, this has been that case. 

Would (or wouldn’t) Giuliani, hardly camera shy in the least, have been willing to put these litigations to the 
test of the public knowing what was really happening in court? 
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